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Keeping horses healthy and happy is all about establishing good routines and following the natural

cycles of the animals and the land. Nobody knows this better than Cherry Hill, professional

horsekeeper, lifelong horse lover, and author of more than 30 books on horses. If it involves horses,

Hill knows what to do and when to do it. Her routines â€” daily, monthly, and seasonal â€” are the

framework for Cherry Hill's Horsekeeping Almanac, a gold mine ofÂ knowledge for all horse

enthusiasts.Month by month, Hill touches on every issue likely to affect horses, horse farms, and the

people who care for them both. Each month opens with a brief description of what's happening on

the farm, followed by notes on specific, month-appropriate topics. May, for example, includes advice

on grazing, snakes, composting, bathing and clipping, and fire strips. November features colic, fire

ants, winter water, dry shampoo, and outdoor horse clothing.Every month includes recurring

reminders, to-do lists, reference charts, climate notes, equine wit and wisdom, a word of the month,

and an "Ask Cherry" section featuring seasonally relevant excerpts from her newsletter â€” all the

fascinating tidbits, lore, and handed-down insights that make almanacs so fascinating. Tying

everything together is Cherry Hill's trusted voice and deep-seated knowledge of horses.This is a

book readers will keep on hand to welcome each new season on the farm. Horsekeepers will

browse it frequently, use it as a reference in times of doubt, keep reminders in it, and come back to

it year after year â€” a reminder of their own horsekeeping seasons. It will become, in Cherry Hill's

words, a Horsekeeping Master Plan.
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In my opinion, this is the best new horse reference on the market, and of special value to new

owners, regardless of whether their horses are 16 hands or 30 inches. The author's unique

approach to caring for our horses year-round is so logical, one wonders why it wasn't written

earlier!A wealth of information is offered in easy-on-the-eyes layout and color scheme, with

charming illustrations throughout. The book is organized by season for temperate climate regions,

with additional suggestions for adjusting the information for other climate conditions. An innovative

"five-season" plan covers Late Winter (January-February), Spring (March-April-May), Summer

(June-July-August), Fall (September-October), and Early Winter (November-December).Everything

and anything a horse owner needs to know or do is included. Upcoming January, for instance, gives

information and details about the following: performing a late winter visual examination of your

horse; horses and weather; setting up records for the coming year; checking feet and preparing for

the farrier; cold weather feeding rules and suggestions; calculating your horse's weight; dealing with

winter predators; parasite control; care of teeth; winter grooming; pasture & fence maintenance;

sanitation and manure management; tractor maintenance; tack inspection and care; income tax

overview; and, preparing for foaling season.Who guessed so much needed to be done in

January?Scattered throughout these 576 information-packed pages are tidbits about wildlife, horse

movies, ranch recipes, language trivia, and historical horsekeeping. The author includes sidebars

with tips for living comfortably with horses.
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